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Andrew Heslop

About the Report
“Are you doing everything possible within
your means to address the safety and security
of your journalists, your newsroom and your
assets?” It’s often the first question we ask
when beginning the safety conversation. A
mood lightener, something to ease people in,
preparing them for the hard talk…
If the answer is yes, great; but how can you do
it more efficiently, to a higher standard, and
in a way that keeps your company up-to-date
and relevant in the face of growing threats and
challenges?
If no, then why not? What prevents you from
saying “our journalists are safe; our journalism
is secure?”
The reality is that most newsrooms will be
doing some things and not others, to varying
degrees of competency. Focusing energy and
resources on what they perceive to be the most
pressing concerns while likely ignoring some of
the basics – or avoiding altogether the tougher
issues that require the one thing none of us
has: time.
Of course, like every decision, addressing
safety is a question of setting priorities and
identifying means. But this should only establish the scale of your ambitions, not close you
down to the possibility that there is a better
way to work. Too often the response is “there’s
no money for that.” Much can be achieved at
very little cost. Priorities can be set according
to what – and who – a company values, how it
wishes to be perceived, and what kind of working environment it creates for those already at
the wheel, and those yet to come.
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Press Freedom
Director,
WAN-IFRA

And every organisation has the means to begin the
safety conversation – a real conversation, involving
every member of the team, looking at all the angles and
utilizing all the talents to find solutions that will help
keep people safe and the product secure. It’s a familiar
process from our day-to-day. Do we cut corners in our
craft? Do we deliberately sell our businesses short? Of
course not. And nor should we accept limitations to good
planning, proper risk anticipation, crisis management,
lifesaving first aid or even basic refreshers on the principles and good practice required for safe reporting and
secure publication of the stories that matter.
Take a look at your own newsroom; is the safety conversation happening? Is everyone a part of that conversation? And where is that conversation leading? A safety
policy isn’t something that should be confined to the top
shelf, to be dusted off only once there is a crisis unfolding. Set the right priorities. Find the necessary means.
Really do everything possible to address the safety of
your journalists.
This report will help you begin the conversation about
safety in the right way. In it we highlight some of the
main themes and issues you and your newsroom should
be thinking about. But it is only a starting point. Many
more exhaustive resources exist to help expand your
approach and go deeper into the topics we cover here.
Don’t hesitate to reach out if we can help guide you in
any way.
andrew.heslop@wan-ifra.org
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A responsibility to safety
Threats to journalists are everywhere, both in person and
online. Verbal and physical
attacks, and sexual and digital
harassment have become commonplace. Arrests, kidnapping,
imprisonment and the killing
of journalists take place all too
often. And hostile political
leaders and big business are
increasingly interested in silencing the press and censoring
journalists, resulting in a lack of
trust in journalism as a whole.

“I realized, this is going to be the most important day
of your life, so you have to handle it well,” says Benko.
“I went into my management team, and I said to them,
sorry, it’s not going to be a normal management team
meeting. We are now a crisis team.”
While the assassination of a journalist is not an everyday
occurrence for most newsrooms, situations like Benko’s
highlight the need for a baseline safety standard for
journalists and newsrooms as a whole. A comprehensive
policy that includes risk assessment, a communications
plan, safety trainings and crisis management procedures
is primordial to keeping everyone in the newsroom safe
– as applicable to daily operations as it is vital during a
crisis.

It is up to editors and media managers to
assess and secure the safety of their journalists
– to anticipate the potential risks and provide
training, planning and investment towards
safety procedures.

Weighing the importance of a story with the inherent
risks is the first challenge for editors and managers. If
the risks outweigh the benefits, editors have a responsibility to decide whether the story can be covered
differently or should be scrapped altogether. However,
they can’t always control how individual journalists will
react.

Cilla Benko, Director General of Swedish Radio
recalls the moment she learned in March 2014
that her correspondent in Afghanistan, Nils
Horner, had been shot dead.

“Sometimes editors will say no to a reporting trip, but
some freelancers will just go anyway,” says Richard
Sambrook, a professor of journalism at the University of
Cardiff and a former BBC executive. “I once said no to

The streets of Hong Kong became a frontline
for journalists and photographers in 2019.
Photo: Felix Wong, SCMP
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The Straits Times Indonesia Correspondent
Wahyudi Soeriaatmadja (left) with p
 hotojournalist
Mark Cheong arriving at the Lombok airport
where people were stranded because of flight
cancellations in early August 2018 due to the
earthquake which struck on 5 Aug 2018.

freelancers after the Balkans War, that even if
you go, I won’t take your material… but some
editors will say ‘thank you very much’ even if
they initially said they didn’t want any material.”
Once a story has been approved, it is up to editors and managers to do a risk assessment of a
conflict zone – deciding where journalists can
and can’t go, and how long they can stay in one
place. That information can help establish a
communications plan between journalists and
the newsroom – when and how often they need
to check in, who to communicate with and how.
Editha Caduaya, founder and editor-in-chief
of NewsLine.ph in Mindanao, the Philippines,
tracks her journalists every step of the way
during difficult assignments – demanding that
reporters call her when they get to the airport,
then the hotel and onto the scene, and communicating anything notable about the atmosphere.
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“Security is our utmost concern,” says Caduaya. “I work
like a mother to them.”
While doing a risk assessment of the area and creating
a strong communications plan are essential, some of
the legwork in safety planning has to come long before
a story is even pitched. Journalists can take part in
security trainings, like the ones offered by WAN-IFRA
around the globe. In April 2019, WAN-IFRA, in partnership with the ACOS Alliance, held a three-day training
in Bali, Indonesia to teach local journalists how to stay
safe while reporting on everything from tsunamis and
earthquakes as well as ethnic and religious violence.
“The safety of the journalist is a real priority,” says Adi
Marsiela of WAN-IFRA’s Indonesia Media Freedom
Committee. “I hope after getting this kind of training,
the participants will propose better standards or even
better, create a standard operating procedure for their
own media organisations.”
Other security trainings, like the ones offered by
Global Journalist Safety (GJS) immerse journalists in
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An additional preventative measure is creating
crisis management plans and procedures for
violent or dangerous situations. Journalists
must be trained in basic first aid, know how
to escape a hostile environment, and be aware
of who can protect them in the moment, be it
locally or in the newsroom.

Finding support
Creating safety and security policies are the
ideal, but they inevitably demand time and
money. Many media outlets around the world
simply don’t have the necessary resources.
That’s when non-profit or international organisations can step in to provide support.
FLIP, Colombia’s press freedom foundation,
has worked for nearly two decades to inform
newsrooms of the importance of safety planning. In 2017, FLIP developed a certification
program in security protocols and risk prevention, to create preventative safety measures
and action plans for newsrooms to follow. Thus
far, nearly three dozen media outlets around
the country have participated.
“Part of the work that we’re doing is to raise
awareness among editors and managers,” says
Luisa Fernanda Isaza, the coordinator for the
defence and support of journalists at FLIP. “At
the beginning of the process, we remind them
about the aggressions that the news outlet
itself has suffered along the year, or of the
aggressions that other news outlets in the same
region have faced.
Also, we try to make them aware of how this
is not just spending money, this is investing
in the reputation, in the protection of their
journalists.”
Newsrooms can invest in flak jackets, helmets
and cell phones, as well as provide journalists
with life insurance policies. Those with extra
resources can hire private security personnel.
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But what about when
newsrooms are
NEWS
completely strapped
ORGANIZATIONS
for funding? Elisabet
SAFETY
Cantenys, the Executive Director of the
SELF-ASSESSMENT
ACOS Alliance, says
that while a truly zerocost approach to safety
is hard to come by,
managing safety can
be done inexpensively.
The ACOS Alliance has
published the “News
Organizations
Safety Self-Assessment” in order for
newsrooms to be able to conduct their own risk assessments without breaking the bank.
The development of this resource was made possible with the generous
support of the MacArthur Foundation and the Open Society Foundations.
This work is licensed under Creative Commons.
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike

“You need to invest resources but it doesn’t need to be
very costly,” says Cantenys. “Who in the newsroom has
the capacity to be the main point of contact in terms
of safety? There should be a go-to person that can put
together the resources needed and assess whether
they’re being used in the proper way.”

Violence against
journalists in 2019:
the numbers
W
W
W
W

25 killed in 2019 (as of December 17, 2019)
250 imprisoned in 2019
64 missing (as of December 17, 2019)
Top ten most censored countries: Eritrea,
North Korea, Turkmenistan, Saudi Arabia,
China, Vietnam, Iran, Equatorial Guinea,
Belarus, Cuba

Source: cpg.org
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Photo Credit: AdamGnych

a live-action, semi-real hostile environment to
learn preparedness and first-aid, allowing journalists to assess their readiness before stepping
out into the field.

Case Study: FLIP, Colombia

Making safety a team effort
Colombia is one of the most
dangerous places in the world
to be a journalist. Between 1977
and 2017, 154 journalists were
murdered while doing their job.
In 2019, Colombia was ranked
139th on Reporters Without
Borders’ World Press Freedom
Index.
FLIP, the country’s press freedom foundation,
has been working since 1996 to provide better
protection to journalists, conducting workshops and safety trainings across the regions to
address specific situations.
But the organisation noticed that newsrooms
were having trouble implementing their safety
recommendations. In 2017, FLIP launched its
“Certifications in security protocols and risk
prevention in the journalistic activity,” a project that calls on media outlets to create preventative safety measures for journalists out in
the field, mainstream safety protocols for the
newsroom and establish action plans during
situations of imminent risk. Participating news
outlets are called upon to follow through on a
series of activities with a proposed timeline in
order to improve their safety and self-protection habits.
Seventeen media outlets have participated in
the first phase of the program, while 12 are
currently in the second phase. Luisa Fernanda
Isaza, the coordinator for the defence and
support of journalists at FLIP, says that their
project emphasizes the need for journalists to
be supported.
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“It’s a team effort. Journalists can’t do this by themselves,” says Isaza. “There needs to be a commitment
from the media outlet, whether it’s to buy press vests
or hats or to learn [safety] tools. If the media outlet and
administrators are not committed, then the recommendations won’t take place.”
While the project has yet to fully show the fruits of its
labour, it has already enjoyed small successes. All of
the media outlets involved have recognized the need
to implement minimum security measures for all staff
members – something that wasn’t happening before.
“One of the biggest successes is to witness the commitment of editors,” says Isaza. “If they’ve reached this stage
of building a protocol, it’s because they’ve agreed to the
previous stages.”
Still, the fledgling program is not without its challenges.
It has been a struggle to get some media outlets to comply with the activities in the allotted time or to prioritize
the actions outlined in the program. Often, it’s a question of a lack of money to have someone in-house who
can dedicate time to developing their commitments.
But FLIP hopes that in time, participants will follow
through with the program and create real change in
their newsrooms. While FLIP has thus far only worked
with smaller media outlets, the program is versatile
enough to apply to larger ones as well.
“The spirit of this program is that the tools are
not built before we go to
the outlet,” says Isaza.
“It’s only when we get
there that we find the
specific context of the
media outlet. After that,
we can create an assessment so that they can
build their own process.”
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Putting digital safety first
Our lives are increasingly public – whether that
means having a personal social media account
or professional profile online. But with that
openness comes risk, and journalists are especially susceptible to hacking, trolling, harassment and threats. As technological advances
reach a frenetic pace, newsrooms and individual journalists face constant challenges to stay
one step ahead of potential risks.
And yet, newsrooms are only now beginning to
understand the importance of digital security.
Ela Stapely, a digital security consultant at
HP Risk Management, works with newsrooms
around the world and says that only a handful
have the resources or wherewithal to tackle the
issue.
“Generally, newsrooms haven’t got to the point
where digital security is dealt with at the same
level as physical safety,” says Stapely. “They
might have tech people or an IT team to handle
the website, but these people are not necessarily trained to look after [the digital safety of]
journalists.”
The risks to journalists’ digital safety vary,
from online intrusions that remain virtual, to
threats or violence that become physical. But
most often, digital and physical threats are
inextricably linked.
Hackers can get through mobile phones or
social media accounts to access bank accounts
or into newsroom websites to alter content.
Internet trolls – oftentimes government-sponsored – may spew hatred about a journalist,
embroil him or her in an online dispute or post
inflammatory content on social media.
The goal of such online abuse, says Viktorya
Vilk, who manages the Free Expression Projects at PEN America, is to suppress opposing
opinions.
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“It involves, in some cases, unequal power dynamics
between an entire state and an individual, or an entire
mob of trolls and an individual,” says Vilk. “Online abuse
is a tactic, the goal of which is censorship in many, many
cases.”
Harassment can go further, becoming violent or sexual
in nature, and quickly move from online to offline. Doxing – the publishing of personal details about someone
online – allows journalists to be threatened or attacked
at home or work.
Karima Brown, an experienced South African journalist,
found herself a victim of doxing when she accidentally
posted information about the far-left Economic Freedom
Fighters (EFF) party on the wrong WhatsApp group.
What followed was the posting of her personal phone
number online as well as threats of assault and rape.
The idea that young journalists are internet savvy
enough to know how to protect themselves online is
false, say experts. Despite having grown up with the
internet, digital security is a must for everyone in the
newsroom.
“It’s easy to make the assumption that young people are
tech-savvy and that they know how to protect themselves online,” says Micah Reddy, a journalist with
amaBhungane, an investigative reporting organisation
in South Africa. “It might give young journalists an
innate advantage, but it doesn’t necessarily follow that
they know things like how state surveillance works, for
example.”
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Digital harassment
definitions
Hacking: A method of identifying and exploiting weaknesses in
a computer system or network in
order to gain access.
Doxing: The practice of researching
and broadcasting private information on the internet, most often
for malicious purposes.
Trolling: The act of stirring up
conflict on the internet via inflammatory or digressive posts in order
to sow discord, and censor or
humiliate individuals or groups.

Put protocols in place
There are concrete measures that newsrooms
can enact to increase their digital security,
whether resources are an issue or not. Hiring a
digital security expert is ideal for media outlets
that can afford it, as are holding regular or
one-off trainings with risk consultants.

Best Practices for Addressing Online Violence against
Journalists is also a useful tool.
Training IT or other staff members to deal with the realities of online security is also essential, as is instructing
journalists on how to stay safe on social media. Susan
McGregor, Assistant Professor at Columbia Journalism
School and Assistant Director of the Tow Center for Digital Journalism, recommends having two separate social
media accounts – one for personal information and photos for family and friends, and another for professional
activity.
“You should be thinking about the things you post there
– how much does this reveal about me, about where I
live and work, or where my kids go to school,” says Ms
McGregor.
A bit of forward thinking is key to keeping newsrooms
safe – anticipating the various methods of online intrusion and potential threats, and creating more awareness
in the newsroom that digital security is just as important
as physical safety.
“Until now, there hasn’t been much awareness,” says Ela
Stapely of HP Risk Management. “We’re at the beginning of things, so it requires journalists to rethink their
practices.”

But a low-cost approach is also an option for
newsrooms that don’t have money to allot
to digital security. The Rory Peck Trust, for
example, has created online risk assessments
that media managers can download and share.
Simple steps – which newsrooms might know
about already but not implement – should
become a priority, such as protecting passwords, making sure journalists have two cell
phones (one professional and one personal)
and doing regular assessments or audits.
In addition, the PEN America Online Harassment Field Manual allows media organisations and managers to assess the scope of
the problem inside their own newsrooms, and
draft a set of internal policies to respond to the
identified challenges. The IPI report Newsroom
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Low-cost tips to ensuring
journalist safety
W Create a newsroom safety protocol
W Designate a staff member to complete
regular risk assessments and newsroom
safety audits
W Complete a free online risk assessment –
one for the newsroom and one for each
dangerous assignment
W Protect passwords – keep them complicated and change them regularly
W Have two cell phones – one personal,
one professional
W Reassess newsroom safety protocol
regularly
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Interview with Thomas Kent

When AI gets into the
wrong hands – the real
risks for your newsroom
Q & A with Thomas Kent, independent
consultant on journalism ethics, safety
and Artificial Intelligence and a professor at Columbia University.

WAN-IFRA: Tell us a few ways in
which newsrooms are using AI in a
positive sense.
Thomas Kent: On one end of the scale, AI
allows for more sophisticated investigative
reporting than ever before. With machine
learning and natural language processing, you
can analyse enormous amounts of data and
find things that an ordinary reporter would
never find. You can also use it in terms of social
network mining, particularly Twitter mining.
AI can learn how Twitter reacts to major news
breaks and then you can train it to recognize
breaking news and give you a leg up and let
you know things are happening earlier than a
human could have noticed.
On the other end of the scale, you could use AI
to create any number of so-called news stories.
You can take any kind of data, as long as it’s
reliable, and make a million news stories about
it – real estate transactions, sports events,
police arrests or fires. So you could fill your
pages with stories generated with very little
effort by automatic systems. But is that deep
localized news or is that a simulated news section? Does it bring any value?
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What if AI gets into the wrong hands?
Well, you can be confident that it’s already in the wrong
hands. There is a range of things that AI can do. It can
hack into the content management systems of news sites
and either deface them and disable them, or actually
post content that the hacker wants posted, which is of
course extremely dangerous. You could also use AI for
censorship, to go through social networks or websites
that you controlled and delete at scale large numbers of
comments that were, say, negative to a particular regime.
You could set up chat bots to engage people on social
networks and have conversations with them – it might
not even be obvious that you’re dealing with a robot. You
might think you’re dealing with a real person, and this
chat bot would then sort of become your friend and send
you articles of a certain slant, and bit by bit pull you into
a certain worldview.
All of this is either happening already or is possible. The
technology is being developed for it. I think at this point,
any kind of illicit computer activity has to be considered
a worldwide problem because the people behind it, if
they’re countries or criminals, all have worldwide aspirations. So I don’t think anybody can say that it hasn’t
gotten here yet. It’s an urgent, imminent question for
news media in every country.

Who in the newsroom should be
addressing these risks and what practical,
preventative measures can be taken?
This is not just a question for editors. This is a matter for
CEOs, the general counsel and the CFO because of the
potential damage to a newsroom’s reputation, the potential that it could be dragged into court over something
illicitly posted. It has to start at the very top.
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It can’t just be the favourite subject of the editor-in-chief because the entire structure of the
organisation is at risk. Even if the newsroom is
perfectly protected, it doesn’t mean [hackers]
won’t steal all your personnel files from HR
and then know all sorts of things about your
reporters that should be private.
There are really two kinds of responses. One
is pretty serious protection of your infrastructure. And this can require consultants coming
in and making sure that even sophisticated
methods of hacking can be defeated. That is to
say, very sophisticated attacks on your infrastructure that could essentially put you off the
air, that could clog up your infrastructure with
incoming traffic so that no one would be able
to get to you and see your content. That’s all
something for professionals.
Then on the other side, you have the cyber
hygiene that your entire staff – editorial and
non-editorial – should have. This is about not
clicking on suspicious links, and not making
your password “12345” and things like that.
The vast majority of hacking, as far as we know,
happens because of this kind of low-level lack
of hygiene. The world’s top hackers don’t have
time for everything. Usually it’s just something
simple like passwords and link clicking.
Also, newsrooms need to decide if they want
to disable all the USB ports on their computers – they’re just an endless source of
problems. People come in from home or find
a USB key lying around and slap it into their
work computer, and who knows what kinds of
dangerous agents – viruses, etc. – are on that
USB key. Newsrooms also need to go through
their list of email accounts and remove anyone
who is no longer with the company. Having too
many accounts available can leave you open to
hacking, and sometimes former employees can
become a security risk.
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What is the legal recourse if a newsroom
finds itself in a situation where hackers
have uploaded incriminating content
onto their website? And is there any
way of regaining reader trust after that
has happened?
The first thing you should do is shut yourself down if
something bad happens because every second someone
is coming to your site. That’s a big decision because
someone is always going to say, “give me a minute and
I’ll get it off,” but you’ve got to be prepared to pull that
handle first. Don’t let it sit. You may also need, depending on how damaging the information is, to contact
your competitors immediately to tell them you’ve been
hacked. Get your competitors to put out stories saying
that you got hacked and the story they’ve seen is false.
Because as soon as people see something outrageous
on your site, they’re going to look at other sites and you
want those sites to say, this information is wrong. It’s
super embarrassing but you have to get over it. And you
have to assume that these bad things will happen on a
Sunday night on a holiday, so that means that the lowest
ranking person in the newsroom – the one who’s there
at 3 am on a Sunday – has all the information that he or
she needs to contact an actual person at the newsroom of
your competitors. You should also have a password that
is understood by other newsrooms to be able to confirm
that yes, this is really who you’re saying it is and you’ve
got a problem. You’re dealing with a very aggressive
group of adversaries here so you have to be thinking in
terms of instant communication.

What does the future hold?
Are newsrooms beginning to take
digital risks seriously?
I think most people would accept on principle that
everything I’m saying is right and what’s to argue with?
Who’s against protection? But the actual effort and cost
involved in doing this – hiring consultants and even
setting up tips and tricks for staff – it all takes time. And
it involves your technology department, which is usually
overburdened. The answer from the technology department – or any department – is always, “what urgent project do you want us to drop so we can do your little cyber
thing?” [laughs] But this is a big deal, more important
than your coverage of the big game.
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Gender-based safety concerns
Ceyda Karan is a seasoned foreign affairs commentator in Turkey with a Twitter following of
nearly 350,000. Often a critic of the government’s policy and of Islamists groups, she has
been the victim of online abuse since 2011.
“Every second [on Twitter] it is the same insult.
For example, five different insults coming in
a second,” says Karan. “It’s very easy to attack
people by using their gender, especially if
you’re a woman. From the beginning, [online
abusers] use this against me. They don’t like to
see strong women in our position.”
Threats of rape and physical violence or harassment – both online and off – are risks that
all journalists face. But despite awareness-raising campaigns following the #MeToo movement, women journalists experience far more
harassment and violence than their male coun-

terparts. The abuse is often sexual in nature, and women
of colour are even more likely to experience it.A 2018
study by Amnesty International showed that women
were abused on Twitter every 30 seconds, and black and
minority ethnic women were 34 per cent more likely to
be mentioned in abusive tweets than white women.
Meanwhile, the International Women’s Media Foundation (IWMF) found in their 2018 report on the Global
Scale of Physical and Online Threats that 63 per cent of
women respondents had been threatened or harassed
online and 58 per cent had experienced threats or harassment in person.
A combination of policy and support from newsrooms as
well as forward planning and preventative measures by
individual journalists can make the difference when it
comes to dealing with sexual harassment on the job.

Going online – the right way
As online profiles and social networks become an integral part of working in the media, women journalists are
increasingly feeling the threat of abuse and harassment
in the digital sphere.
Social networks like Twitter and Facebook can be lifelines for journalists, to not only find sources but also diffuse their stories or opinions in order to gain an online
presence. But having that online recognition can make
journalists targets for hate, harassment and censorship.
Viktorya Vilk, manager of Free Expression Projects at
PEN America, says that online abuse specifically targets
and affects women, and that the abuse they experience
itself is gendered.
“They receive threats of physical violence and sexual
violence, including explicit rape threats, at a much
higher rate than men,” says Vilk. “They [also] experience
sexist or misogynist comments that are focused on their
physical appearance and undermine their professional
abilities. They’re stalked online.

“Me Too” by xddorox. Licensed under CC BY 2.0
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And they are, much more so than men, the subject of
real or manufactured sexually-explicit imagery that’s
circulated without their consent.”
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Journalists can protect themselves by creating
separate personal and professional profiles
across their social networks and frequently
changing passwords. Newsrooms should be
notified if accounts are hacked or if incriminating information or images have been uploaded
that could affect the reputation of the journalist
and/or the newsroom. Digital safety trainings
and good communication with the newsroom’s
IT team can offer an added boost.

Office policy
But while it is important for individual journalists to learn the necessary measures in order
to protect themselves online, sexual harassment can take place in real time, in the newsroom itself as well as out in the field. Having
a strong newsroom policy can set a precedent
for day-to-day operations in the office, and give
journalists tools for when they head out on
assignment.
Within the newsroom, human resources can
take the lead by updating existing policies or
creating new ones to instruct employees on
what sexual harassment is and how to report it,
as well as employee rights.
Carin Andersson, former
Human Resources (HR) Director at
Sweden’s MittMedia and a WANIFRA Media Freedom Brain Trust
member, has worked extensively
on workplace sexual harassment.
Travelling to different branches
of her former company around the country,
Andersson organized workshops for employees
and managers on the various aspects of sexual
harassment.

Newsrooms can also utilize resources like WAN-IFRA’s
2018 handbook, Sexual Harassment in the Media
– a practical guide for media employers and employees.
But most importantly, HR or newsroom managers must
make sure that policies on harassment are not only
continuously revised to remain up-to-date, but applied
vigorously and that offenders are sanctioned.

Out in the field
While women journalists are more susceptible to sexual
harassment in the newsroom than men, the risks rise
exponentially once they enter the field. Individual journalists can take certain measures to keep risks at bay but
newsrooms must create strong directives when it comes
to providing support and resources to women journalists
during reporting assignments.

SEXUAL HARASSMENT

at work

What you need to know
Sexual harassment is
illegal in most countries.

Sexual harassment is unwanted and offensive
behaviour of a sexual nature that violates a person’s
dignity and makes them feel degraded, humiliated,
intimidated or threatened.
If you or someone else has been
sexually harassed at work you
need to REPORT IT
to someone with responsibility.

@ work
anywhere you carry
out your work

IT IS NOT YOUR FAULT.
YOU ARE NOT ALONE.
Sexual harassment
is not about sex;
it is about POWER.
It happens where there are unequal relationships
e.g. superior/manager and subordinate. This often
leads to sexual harassment that is ‘quid pro quo’.

“The problem is there and we need to take it
seriously, whether it’s one or two people, or ten
or twenty who are dealing with sexual harassment,” says Andersson. “We need to talk to our
management and inform them that we don’t
accept this behaviour in any way, to spread a
feeling of safety in the newsroom.”

On-site spaces

Off-site spaces

In the ofﬁce,
newsroom or on set

In the ﬁeld doing
research and interviews

Online spaces

Work-related events

Communicating with
people for your work

Conferences, business
trips, training sessions

There are deep and
lasting effects for the
person who has been
sexually harassed.

‘QUID PRO QUO’

You have a right to work in a
safe environment, free from
sexual harassment.

Emotional/
psychological

Social events
organised by
your organisation

Physical

Professional

sexual harassment is when:
A person is forced to submit to sexual harassment
in return for employment beneﬁts such as a
promotion, big assignment, or to keep their job

What counts as sexual harassment?

A person’s employment is affected when they reject
or stand up to sexual harassment, such as being
ﬁred, demoted, or losing assignments.

There are
consequences
if you sexually
harass someone.

Ultimately, it is the person on the receiving
end of the behaviour who decides whether it is
unwanted or offensive.

Professional

Legal/police

Warning
Suspension
Dismissal
Unemployment.

Court
Compensation payments
Prison.

Social
Shunned by friends and colleagues
Shame your family.

Physical
When someone uses
physical pressure or force
to have sexual contact
with another person
against their will.
Rape

Groping
Forced kissing
Stroking

Sexual harassment
vs romantic gesture?
If you are romantically
interested in someone,
treat them with respect
and dignity in everything
you do and say.

Verbal

Someone gives another
person unwanted
sexual attention
through noises or
actions at a distance.

Unwanted Calls
And Messages

Looking Someone Up
And Down

Sexually Suggestive
Remarks

Catcalling

'Dirty' Jokes

Rape is penetration, no matter how slight,
of the vagina or anus with any body part
or object, or oral penetration by a sex
organ of another person, without the
consent of the victim/survivor.

Rape or sexual assault is a criminal
offence in most countries.

Non-verbal

Someone gives another
person unwanted sexual
attention through verbal
or written comments or
conversation.

Winking Or
Blowing Kisses

Stalking
Displaying
Explicit Posters

Sexual harassment tends to happen
more frequently when alcohol or other
intoxicating substances are present.

Design by: Julie Chahine
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#1: MANAGING SAFETY

Safety statistics on women media workers
W Two-thirds have experienced intimidation, abuse and threats on the job.
W Most perpetrators of intimidation, abuse and threats are bosses, followed by
supervisors, co-workers, interviewees and government officials.
W Nearly 22% have experienced physical violence in relation to work.
W Almost half (47.9%) have experienced sexual harassment on the job.
W More than one-fifth have been victims of digital or online account surveillance.
W A survey of 70 million comments posted on The Guardian website in 2016 showed
that eight of its 10 journalists targeted most often by hate comments were women.
W 85% of women media workers in the US and Canada believe that journalists are
less safe now than five years ago.
Sources: imwf.org (1-5), unesco.org (6) and cpj.org (7)

Journalists should be instructed on how to
liaise with newsroom editors during assignments in the case of harassment or abuse,
and should create an escape plan if a situation
becomes too dangerous. In certain countries,
working alongside a male colleague or local
fixer can help diffuse potentially risky situations. Editors should always be available by
phone, and journalists should have local police
information handy. As with any assignment,
doing a risk assessment beforehand is essential.
But even when all preventative measures have
been taken, there’s no guarantee that a woman
journalist will be completely protected. Karima
Kamal, a contributing editor at Al Masry Al
Youm in Egypt, says that she has experienced
harassment while reporting from the field,
especially in her younger days.

Because sexual harassment is not viewed in the same
way in every country, and due to differing levels of punishment for offenders, it has been a challenge to mainstream a global understanding of sexual harassment and
its consequences. Campaigns like the #MeToo movement, France’s #BalanceTonPorc and Brazil’s #DeixaElaTrabalhar campaigns have helped raise awareness.
“The MeToo movement was revolutionary and we need to
jump on that bandwagon,” says Milica Pesic, the Executive Director of the Media Diversity Institute in London.
“We need cooperation between different stakeholders
– journalists, policymakers, NGOs and civil society
organisations – in order to make changes. The time has
come for some joint action.”

“When I worked for a magazine, I finished an
interview with a source and he came beside
me and began hugging me,” says Kamal. “I was
young, he was old and had a big position – he
was a judge – so it wasn’t easy to come out and
denounce him. But I never forgot it.”

#1: MANAGING SAFETY
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Case Study: #DeixaElaTrabalhar campaign

Bruna Dealtry and Brazil’s
#DeixaElaTrabalhar campaign
There was the global #MeToo
Movement, originating in the
United States, and then there
was #DeixaElaTrabalhar (LetHerWork). The campaign went viral in July 2018 when a group of
women sports journalists from
Brazil released a video about
the sexual harassment they
faced on the job, demanding to
be treated equally to men.

Within two weeks, the group had more than 50 members. The women decided to create a one-minute video
as a way to express their grievances, using the hashtag
#DeixaElaTrabalhar (#LetHerWork).

The movement began soon after Bruna Dealtry, a sports journalist at Esporte Interativo,
withstood a very public, unwanted kiss while
covering a football match.

Dealtry says that part of the success of the #DeixaElaTrabalhar campaign was the timing of it in the context
of the #MeToo movement, or #BalanceTonPorc, a similar
movement in France to address sexual harassment.

“I was working at a Vasco football game, when
a random guy kissed me on my lips without my
permission on live television. It was terrible!”
says Dealtry, who was reporting from the Sao
Januario stadium in Rio de Janeiro when the
incident happened. “I felt humiliated and that
is why I decided to write about it on social
media. I wanted to show everyone how bad it
was.”

“The #MeToo movement inspired us a lot. It showed so
much courage to talk about a delicate subject,” says Dealtry. “This kind of thing happens every day, everywhere...
if this could happen while on camera, imagine what
happens off camera.”

In the video, the journalists said that in the male-dominated world of sports reporting, they had been regularly
groped, insulted and kissed while covering games or
news conferences. They said that they also faced gender
discrimination back in the newsroom.
The #DeixaElaTrabalhar video went viral, receiving millions of views on social media, and spawned a necessary
debate in Brazil about sexual harassment in the workplace.

That evening, Dealtry publicized the incident
on her professional Facebook page and posted
a video of the offending kiss. Soon, other
women sports journalists began posting their
own experiences with sexual harassment on
the job, and before long, a WhatsApp group
was born to discuss how to bring the issue to a
wider audience.
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Safeguarding mental health
Journalists face obvious risks when it comes
to physical safety, but the nature of the job – at
times covering the worst of human experience
– takes a psychological toll as well. Covering
war, protest, street crime, migration and other
challenging situations can severely affect mental health, leading to anxiety, depression and
PTSD. While awareness is growing about the
negative effects journalism can have on mental
health, editors and media managers have a role
to play in protecting their staff.
Noticing the first signs of trauma is where
individual journalists, as well as editors and
media managers, can start. Journalists may
have trouble sleeping, be irritable, angry, anxious or depressed, or isolate themselves from
colleagues, friends or family.
Finbarr O’Reilly is a British-Canadian photographer who has covered conflicts around
the world and is the author of Shooting Ghosts:
A U.S. Marine, a Combat Photographer, and
Their Journey back from War. He says that
he knew it was time to take a step back from
reporting when he started feeling the emotional impact of his work.
“I started to feel a sense of emotional numbness and disconnect with the world around
me,” says O’Reilly. “I felt… a sense of depression. The idea of just getting out of bed to work
or to do anything or to socialize felt really
unappealing.”
When symptoms are extreme, PTSD –
post-traumatic stress disorder – might be to
blame. While some may associate PTSD with
those who have served in the military or on
the police force, the disorder can affect anyone
who has experienced trauma.
“The signature markers are enduring changes
that go to the heart of our ability to work as
journalists,” says Bruce Shapiro, Executive
Director of the Dart Center for Journalism and
Trauma at the Columbia Journalism School.

#1: MANAGING SAFETY

Veby Mega Indah, an Indonesian journalist of 13 years, trained to operate in
hostile environments, was wearing goggles, a helmet and high-vis jacket, clearly
labeled PRESS, when she was shot in the
eye by a rubber bullet by police during
Hong Kong’s protests in October 2019.

“PTSD and other psychological injury can undermine
a reporter’s ability to meet deadlines, work with colleagues, it can lead to substance abuse or compromised
news judgment or various self-destructive behaviours.
So I view psychological injury to journalists as a matter
of basic occupational health.”
Managing mental health happens both in and out of the
newsroom. Photo editors working with traumatic images
can take precautions in order to reduce their negative
effects, such as taking breaks often or steeling themselves before opening photos. And journalists returning
from conflict reporting can engage in favourite activities
to help keep them resilient, spend time with friends and
family, and make time to debrief with editors.

TRENDS IN NEWSROOMS 2020
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Taking mental health
seriously
What is PTSD? Post-Traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) is a mental health
condition that develops as a result of a
shocking, dangerous or terrifying event.
What are the signs of PTSD? Nightmares, anxiety, flashbacks, uncontrollable thoughts, stress and fear even when
danger is no longer present.
Who is at risk of PTSD? Anyone who
has witnessed or experienced a traumatizing event – be it the sudden death
of a loved one, a violent car accident
or during work. Those working in trauma-facing professions, such as journalists, police officers and fire fighters, are
also at risk.
What is moral injury? Internal suffering
that comes as a result of doing something that goes against one’s moral
code.
Who is at risk of moral injury? Anyone who is asked to perform a task
that violates his or her core values. For
journalists – just like military or other
trauma-facing professionals – this can
mean acting in a situation where no
good choice is possible, therefore going
against what they know to be morally
right.

Where to turn for help:
For more information on PTSD and
other mental illness related to trauma,
visit https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/post-traumatic-stress-disorder/symptoms-causes/syc-20355967
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Spanish journalist Juan Diego Quesada, who works
for El Pais in Madrid, has reported on drug cartels
in Sinaloa, Mexico, ISIS’s proclaimed caliphate in
Mosul, Iraq and the war on drugs in the Philippines.
He has found that a combination of self-care and
managerial support helps him adjust back to life at
home.
“Whenever I come back from covering conflicts, I
have long talks with my editor-in-chief,” he says. “I
have free days to rest and recover with my family. If I
have suffered any kind of post-traumatic stress, I can
count on the help of my newspaper.”
Most importantly, journalists – and newsrooms staff
– must be on the lookout for when it’s time to seek
outside psychological help. That means removing the
stigma surrounding mental health, which remains a
global problem.
“In this part of the world, there is not a lot of support
or institutions to help,” says Jad Melki, associate
professor of journalism and media studies at the Lebanese American University in Beirut. “Many medical
professionals here don’t take [PTSD] seriously.”
But even when an outside culture of stigma exists,
newsrooms can act internally to counter the effects
of trauma. Media managers and editors can take the
lead in providing support materials to journalists
and encouraging senior journalists to speak to the
younger generation about how to protect themselves.

Opening up about trauma
The social stigma surrounding mental health is not
the only barrier to journalists seeking help. There
can be real or imagined professional consequences as
well. Many journalists hold back from talking about
their experiences for fear that they will lose a promotion or the next assignment. In an environment
dominated by men, the pressure for women conflict
reporters to prove their ability to withstand pressure
is even stronger.
In addition, war reporters often return to accolades
and celebrity, which can cause a crisis of faith or
“moral injury” – the internal suffering that results
from doing something that goes against one’s moral
code.
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“You go and write about people who are having
a terrible time and sometimes you receive
awards or book deals. Some of your colleagues
see you as a hero,” says Diego Quesada.
“There’s no way to not feel a twinge of guilt
[after returning home from conflict situations],
unless you’re a sociopath.”

Bruce Shapiro from the Dart Center. “It’s up to each of
us to take some responsibility, educating ourselves and
talking to one another.”
But despite research by the Dart Center that shows a
universal desire for more trauma training – from the
Philippines and Mexico to Haiti, Denmark and Ukraine
– there is still a lack of awareness in the journalism community about the importance of psychological health.

There is also an assumption that journalists
are naturally more resilient than others to be
able to handle tough situations. But experts say
that trauma can affect anyone, and it crosses
cultural and geographical lines.

“This is a new area but it’s growing,” says Elana Newman, Research Director at the Dart Center as well as a
professor of psychology at the University of Tulsa. “There
are enough resources available but not yet enough
research.”

“The most important protector of resilience is
peer support and psychosocial support,” says

Sources and resources
Some of the interviews included in this report were conducted for the purposes
of communications material related to WAN-IFRA activities, including its podcast,
The Backstory (http://bit.ly/TheBackstoryPodcast).

Other resources cited in this report:
W ACOS Alliance: http://acosalliance.org
W Amnesty International: https://www.amnesty.org/en
W Committee to Protect Journalists: https://cpj.org
W Dart Center for Journalism &Trauma: https://dartcenter.org
W FLIP: https://www.flip.org.co/index.php/es
W Global Journalist Safety: gjs-security.com
W HP Risk Management: https://www.hpriskmanagement.co.uk
W International Women’s Media Foundation: https://www.iwmf.org
W IPI’s Newsroom Best Practices for Addressing Online Violence against Journalists:
https://newsrooms-ontheline.ipi.media/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/
IPI-report-online-harassment-06032019.pdf
W PEN America Online Harassment Field Manual: https://onlineharassmentfieldmanual.pen.org
W Reporters Without Borders: https://rsf.org/en
W WAN-IFRA “Sexual Harassment in the Media” handbook:
https://www.wan-ifra.org/reports/2018/05/29/
sexual-harassment-in-the-media-a-practical-guide-for-employers-employees
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